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Twitter is a new way to 
create, distribute and 
discover content















Tweet



Tweets are envelopes of 
information



Twitter is realtime



Tweets go 
everywhere



500M Tweets sent every day

241M monthly active users

76% access on mobile

Over 35 languages



Twitter is Public



Twitter is Public
Everyone gets their own personal 

broadcast radio station

Users choose who to follow



Twitter is Public

A bit like tuning into just your 
favorite radio stations

(except that you can talk back to 
the station)

Everyone gets their own personal 
broadcast radio station

Users choose who to follow



But there are 241M of 
them...



Who-to-follow product





Recommendations 
are contextual



Recommendations 
are contextual



And change in real-time



And change in real-time



History
April 2010: a 3-person team starts 
implementation

July 30, 2010: The system is released to 
millions of users

2010-today: Multiple revisions of the system. 
Ongoing active work by a team of many 
engineers and data scientists



Technical Details



Technical Details
1. Background:

Some common algorithms
Collaborative Filtering

2. Deciding on the right algorithms

3. Efficient implementation

Will focus on the initial design and algorithms



The Follow Graph
A directed network with a set V of N nodes 
and a set E of K edges
⇢A node for each user

⇢A directed edge from user u to user v if u follows v

Key Idea: Use the Follow graph to determine 
which recommendations to make for every 
user. A Network Inference problem.



Follow Graph

SALLY% BOB%

KUMAR%JIN%

ALEX%



Follow Graph

SALLY% BOB%

KUMAR%JIN%

ALEX%

Two nodes for every user, a 
“consumer” node and a 
“producer” node



Consumer-Producer 
GraphFollow Graph

SALLY% BOB%

KUMAR%JIN%

ALEX%

SALLY% BOB%

KUMAR%JIN%

KUMAR% ALEX%

Two nodes for every user, a 
“consumer” node and a 
“producer” node



Collaborative
Filtering

Many propagation methods; Often, a linear system of equations

PRODUCERSCONSUMERS

CTo get recommendations for C, compute 
similarity scores for all consumers, and 
relevance scores for all producers, with 
respect to C

1.  Start with sim(C) = 1

2. Propagate similarity scores along graph 
edges to compute relevance scores, and 
vice-versa



Collaborative Filter: Love or Money

How should we do this propagation? Two extremes:

LOVE: All the similarity score of a consumer X gets 
transferred to each producer that X follows, and the same in 
the reverse direction
⇢ Equivalent to Singular Value Decompositions in the dense graph 

limit (HITS)

MONEY: If X follows d producers, then a fraction 1/d of the 
similarity score of X gets transferred to each producer that X 
follows (SALSA)



MONEY
Reduces to a set of 
simple linear equations

Parameter α ensures 
that C always has high 
similarity to herself

Influence propagates 
through the network 
for O(1/α) steps; 
typically α is between 
0.1 and 0.3
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Money, 
Illustrated

SALLY% BOB%

KUMAR%JIN%

KUMAR% ALEX%

Sally is the consumer C
α = 0.2
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Money, 
Illustrated

SALLY% BOB%

KUMAR%JIN%

KUMAR% ALEX%

Sally is the consumer C
α = 0.2
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Sally is the consumer C
α = 0.2
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Money, 
Illustrated

relevance(Bob) = 0.59

relevance(Kumar) = 0.15

relevance(Alex) = 0.26

So Alex is the most relevant recommendation among users 
that Sally is not already following.

SALLY% BOB%

KUMAR%JIN%

KUMAR% ALEX%

Sally is the consumer C
α = 0.2
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KUMAR% ALEX%
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Cosine Similarity
Represent each producer as an N-
dimensional vector of 0’s and 1’s, 
depending on whether a consumer is 
following that producer

SALLY% BOB%

KUMAR%JIN%

KUMAR% ALEX%

Bob: [1, 1, 0]     Kumar: [0, 1, 0]      Alex: [0, 1, 1]



Cosine Similarity

CosineSim(y1, y2) = The cosine of the 
angle between the vectors of y1 and 
y2

SALLY% BOB%

KUMAR%JIN%

KUMAR% ALEX%

Bob: [1, 1, 0]     Kumar: [0, 1, 0]      Alex: [0, 1, 1] 

CosineSim(Bob, Kumar) = 1/√2

CosineSim(Bob, Alex) = 1/2



Cosine Similarity
For consumer C, recommend the 
producers that have the highest 
Cosine Similarity with the producers 
that C is following

SALLY% BOB%

KUMAR%JIN%

KUMAR% ALEX%

Bob: [1, 1, 0]     Kumar: [0, 1, 0]      Alex: [0, 1, 1] 

CosineSim(Bob, Kumar) = 1/√2; recommended to Sally

CosineSim(Bob, Alex) = 1/2



Personalized PageRank
Given a consumer C, perform a random walk on the Follow 
graph. If the walk is at node v, then the walk:

⇢Jumps back to node C with probability α

⇢Follows a random edge out of v with probability 1 - α

The Personalized PageRank of node Y is the weight of Y in 
the stationary distribution of this random walk



Personalized PageRank

Can also be computed using Monte Carlo (simulating the 
random walk): Need O(1/δ) steps to get accuracy δ

Can be 
computed as a 
system of linear 
equations:
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Here, dIN(y) is the number of edges coming into

node y, and dOUT (x) is the number of edges going

out of node x

⇡ = ↵eC + (1� ↵)⇡A

Here, ⇡ is the vector of Personalized PageRanks

with C as the client, eC is a vector with 1 in the

C-th position and 0’s everywhere, and A is the

adjacency matrix of the follow graph, normalized

by out-degree.
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Two Challenges
ALGORITHMS: Without first building a system, how do we 
determine which algorithm to implement?

SCALE: How can we implement a recommendation 
algorithm to run in 100-500 ms?

⇢Can’t even iterate over all the edges once in < 10 
seconds

⇢Definitely, can not solve LPs on the original Follow 
graph



Choosing the Right Algorithms
Recommendation algorithm: Amongst all possible 
recommended follows, which are going to be 
accepted if shown?

Prediction algorithm: Amongst all possible follows, 
predict which are going to be created organically?

Prediction algorithms can be tested without first 
building a recommendation system



A Dark Test
Run various algorithms to predict 
follows, but don’t display the results. 
Instead, just observe how many of 
the top predictions get followed 
organically
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Scale: Use a Pruned Graph
1. For each consumer C, compute a small circle of “trusted 
nodes” or “close friends”

2. Compute a pruned Consumer-Producer graph for C, 
with only nodes in this “circle of trust” being chosen on 
the consumer side

3. Run MONEY on this pruned graph

Separate pruned graph for every C

⇢Also reduces spam and increases personalization



Computing Circle of Trust
Computation was done on a cluster of commodity 
machines

⇢Follow graph was stored in main memory

For every user C, its circle of trust is ~1000 highest 
Personalized PageRank nodes

⇢Estimated using Monte Carlo, run for ~100K steps

⇢Blazingly fast, since it does not involve inspecting the 
whole graph



Personalized PageRank Distribution

The absolute stationary mass of any node in C’s circle of trust is 
large; hence a small number of Monte Carlo steps suffice

Idealized log-log plot of the top 
Personalized PageRanks from C. 
The linear decay implies a power-
law distribution, i.e. a long tail
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Personalized PageRank Distribution

The absolute stationary mass of any node in C’s circle of trust is 
large; hence a small number of Monte Carlo steps suffice

Idealized log-log plot of the top 
Personalized PageRanks from C. 
The linear decay implies a power-
law distribution, i.e. a long tail
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Figure 3: Personalized PageRank power-laws for
6 random users; x-axis is index i and y-axis is ith

largest personalized PageRank. Both axes are log-
scale.
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Figure 4: Sorted power-law exponents for 100 ran-
dom users.

Remark 4. For the calculation of the power-law expo-
nent of the personalized PageRank of each user (in figure
4), we only considered the part of the vector indexed between
[2f, 20f ] where f is the number of friends of the user. Again,
the reason we did this was that this is really the only part of
the vector which matters to us in our applications.

4.4 A Few Random Steps Go a Long Way
As we showed in section 3.2, a relatively small number

of random walk steps (e.g., as calculated in equation 4) are
enough to approximately find the top k personalized PageR-
ank nodes. We experimentally tested this idea. To do so,
notice that the stationary distribution of a random walk is
the limit of the empirical walk distribution as the length of
the walk approaches !. Thus, to accurately find the top
k nodes, we can theoretically do an infinite walk, and find
the top k most frequently visited nodes. Based on this idea,
we did the following experiment: For each of the 100 ran-
domly selected users, we did a random walk, personalized
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Figure 5: 11 point interpolated average precision for
top 1000 results.

over that user, with 50000 steps. We calculated the top
100 most visited nodes, and considered them as the “true”
top 100 results. Then, we did a 5000 step random walk for
each user, and retrieved the top 1000 most visited nodes.
For both experiments, we excluded nodes that were directly
connected to the user. Then, we calculated the 11 point in-
terpolated average precision curve [34]. The result is given
in figure 5. Notice that the curve validates our approach.
For instance, the precision at recall level 0.8 is almost equal
to 0.8, meaning that 80 of the top 100 “true” results were
returned among the top 100 results of the short (5000 step)
random walks. Similarly, precision of almost 0.9 at recall
level 0.7 means 70 of the top 100 “true” results were re-
trieved among the top 77 results. This shows that even
short random walks are good enough to find the top scoring
nodes (in the personalized setting).

4.5 Number of Fetches
In theorem 8, we gave an upperbound on the number of

fetches needed to compose a random walk out of the stored
walk segments. We did an experiment to test this theoretical
bound. In our experiments we found the average (over 100
users) number of fetches actually done to make a walk of
length s, for s between 100 and 50000, when we store R walk
segments per node, for each of the cases with R " {5, 10, 20}.
These are the thin lines in the plots in figure 6. We also
calculated the corresponding theoretical upperbound on the
number of fetches for each user (using its own power-law
exponent), and then calculated the average over the 100
users. The results are the thick lines in the plots in figure
6. As can be seen in this figure, our theoretical bounds
actually give an upperbound on the actual number of fetches
in our experiments. Also, we see that the number of fetches
that we make is not much sensitive to the number of stored
random walks per node (i.e., R). Note that the theoretical
guarantees are only valid for R > q lnn for a large enough
constant q; hence the theoretical bound appears to be robust
well before the range where we proved it.

5. REFERENCES
[1] E. Acar, D. M. Dunlavy, and T. G. Kolda. Link

prediction on evolving data using matrix and tensor



Running Money

For every consumer C

⇢We have a pruned Consumer-Producer graph (more 
than 10,000X smaller)

⇢We solve the system of linear equations on this 
pruned graph using power iteration



Power Iteration
Set sim(C) = 1; all other sims = 0

Repeat J times:

⇢Compute relevance scores using sims

⇢Compute sim scores using relevances

The operation above is a contraction map; hence we get good 
convergence in

⇢ J = O((log N)/α) iterations in theory

⇢ J = 3 iterations in practice
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Putting it All Together

Built our own graph processing library, Cassovary, for 
computing recommendations

Delivered computation time of under 500ms per user

Computed (and refreshed regularly) recommendations for all 
Twitter users



Open-sourced 
much of 
Cassovary



Ongoing Investment
System’s initial success fueled new strategic 
use cases: Search, User growth, Revenue

We are on the third generation of the system
⇢Better scaling, personalization, quality

⇢ Incorporate Real-time signals

⇢A machine learning framework

⇢Distributed implementation

[Gupta, Goel, Lin, Sharma, Wang, Zadeh, WWW 2013]



Novel Contributions
Many online services use a “recommendation” 
feature: Amazon, Netflix, LinkedIn...

Our modeling and solution of the problem as 
personalized random walks is unique
⇢Money with a damping factor; Pruning using “circle of trust”

⇢Use in revenue targeting

Multiple general scientific advances and 
publications



Impact



Strategic Impact

Creates billions of new follows every year
⇢More than 1/8 of new follows are directly via the Who-to-

Follow module

⇢More than 15% of active users (> 36 Million users) make at 
least one follow every month via this module



Impact on Revenue
Business Week, 

March 2012



Promoted Products
A substantial majority of Twitter’s Revenue 
comes from its Promoted Products
⇢Promoted Tweets

⇢Promoted Accounts

⇢Promoted Trends (< 10%)

Twitter’s most recent quarterly revenue (Q4, 
2013) was > $240M

Twitter S-1 Filing 
with SEC



Promoted Tweets and Promoted 
Accounts



Promoted Tweets and Promoted 
Accounts



Promoted Tweets and Promoted 
Accounts





Impact on Revenue

The Who-to-follow module provided a natural place 
to display the Promoted Accounts product

Initial targeting of Promoted Tweets and Promoted 
Accounts used the Who-To-follow system and 
algorithms



Promoted Product Targeting

Adapted the Cosine Similarity algorithm
⇢Calculate all accounts similar-to those of an advertiser. Target 

followers of these similar accounts.

⇢Used a different pruning technique for scaling

⇢Need a symmetric similarity function: Cosine Similarity is 
symmetric but Money is not



Impact on Revenue 
“The Who-To-Follow system was crucial, in a 
fundamental way, for the Promoted Accounts 
product, and the Promoted Tweets product also 
initially used the Who-To-Follow system’s 
targeting”

- Alex Roetter (VP of Engineering, Revenue)



Scientific Progress
1. Fast Incremental PageRank

2. Fast Personalized PageRank

3. Algorithms for Social Search

4. Fast Cosine Similarity
 

(Not all at Twitter)



Incremental PageRank
Updates to social graph are made in real-time
⇢As opposed to a batched crawl process for web search

⇢Real-time updates to PageRank are important to capture trending 
events

Goal: Design an algorithm to update PageRank 
incrementally (i.e. upon an edge arrival)
⇢t-th edge arrival: Let (ut, vt) denote the arriving edge, dt(v) denote 

the out-degree of node v, and πt(v) its PageRank



Incremental PageRank via Monte Carlo
Start with R = O(log N) random walks from every node

At time t, for every random walk through node ut,  re-route 
it to use the new edge (ut, vt) with probability 1/dt(ut) 
⇢ Time/number of network-calls for each re-routing: O(1/α)

Claim: This faithfully maintains R random walks after 
arbitrary edge arrivals

Need the graph and the stored random walks  in fast 
distributed memory



Incremental PageRank Time
Assume that the edges of the graph are chosen by 
an adversary, but then presented in random order

Theorem: # of re-routings per arrival goes to 0
⇢t-th arrival: # of reroutes = O(N R/(α t))

⇢Total time over M arrivals = O((N R log N)/α2)

⇢Comparable to doing power iteration/Monte Carlo just once!

[Bahmani, Goel, Chowdhury, VLDB 2010]
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Incremental PageRank Time
Assume that the edges of the graph are chosen by 
an adversary, but then presented in random order

Theorem: # of re-routings per arrival goes to 0
⇢t-th arrival: # of reroutes = O(N R/(α t))

⇢Total time over M arrivals = O((N R log N)/α2)
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N log N/α vs
M

Power 
iteration takes 
time M R/α



Personalized PageRank

Network-based Personalized Search is not yet 
mature

Missing technical piece: Efficient algorithms for 
Personalized PageRank Queries
⇢Given source s and target t, estimate the Personalized PageRank of t 

for s with high accuracy, if it is greater than δ



Monte Carlo uses time > 1/δ
“Local Update” uses time d/δ

[d = M/N is the average degree]

Existing Methods for PPR Queries



FAST PPR

We can answer PPR queries in either
⇢Average time Õ(√(d/δ))                

⇢Worst case time Õ(√(d/δ)) with Õ(√(d/δ)) storage and pre-
processing time per node

⇢Typical values: δ ~ 10-8, d ~ 100; results in a > 100-fold decrease



Basic Idea

Intuition: The Birthday Paradox
⇢Do small number of “forward” random 

walks from s

⇢Do “reverse” PageRank computation from 
t using Local Update with low accuracy

⇢Use number of collisions as an estimator

⇢Need to “catch” a collision just before it 
happens

	  

	  	   	   	   	  	   	  	  	   	  	   	  
	  	   	   	  	   	   	  	   	  	  	   	  	  



Simple Version of FAST PPR

	  

	  	   	   	   	  	   	  	  	   	  	   	  
	  	   	   	  	   	   	  	   	  	  	   	  	  



Running Time for Simple Version



Running Time for Simple Version

Reverse work
(Local Update)



Running Time for Simple Version

Reverse work
(Local Update)

Forward work
(Monte Carlo)



Running Time for Simple Version

We get final running time of Õ(√(d/δ)) by using different accuracies in 
forward and reverse computation

We use Õ(√(d/δ)) pre-processing/space to go from average to worst 
case running time

Reverse work
(Local Update)

Forward work
(Monte Carlo)



(Targets sampled by PageRank)

Experiments

⇢Admits Distributed Implementation

⇢Works when source is a set of nodes

⇢Lower bound of 1/√δ

⇢Open problem: do we need the √d ?

[Lofgren, Banerjee, Goel, Seshadhri, manuscript, 2014]





BACKUP SLIDES



Ongoing evaluation
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score by 2 and 
propagate (ignore 
the client after step 
1)
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